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RE:

The Present Uselessness of the Commission's Website

Apparently the commission has taken down from its

website,
wwwiudicialcompensation.ny.gov, the video ofits July 12,20ll organizational meeting. please
advise why this has been done.
Please further advise when the Commission will be posting the video of its July 20,2011 public
hearing - and whether it will be stenographically transcribed, with the transcription also posted.
Indeed, there was no stenographer present at the hearing afactl only realized when the hearing

-

was over. Is this the result of austerity measures necessitated by the catastrophic financial
situation of our State, to which Budget Director Robert Megna attested at the hearing?

Finally, although the Commission established its website following Jun e 23'd letter requesting tht
it do so, it has not responded to that letter's related request that the Commission port thereon

"relevant background materials, such as the FULL record of the judiciary's
lawsuits underlying the Court ofAppeals' self-serving, constitution-repudiating
February 23, 2010 decision on judicial compensation[frr], as well as ALL
submissions the Commission receives on the judicial compensation issue."

As of today - DAY lI2 of the Commission's statutorily-fixed 150-day existence and
notwithstanding our luly 12,20lI e-mail to the Commission reiterating ourrequest that itpost
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''ALL submissions it has received" - not a single submission has been posted

July 2l ,2011

and no

o'relevant

background materials", other than the statute creating the Commission and a biography of the
Commissioners.
Please directly state whether the Commission intends to post

*ALL submissions it has received,

especially in opposition to increased compensation". Chairman Thompson's July 19,2011 letter
to me that our FOIL requests would cost us $.25 per page, unless the materials could be
"provided in another media", does not answer that question.
Thank you.
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